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Nuclear medicine relies on the biodistribution of radiopharmaceuticals which is captured into images 

that can be interpreted by the physician. This book, The Mathematics and Biology of the Biodistribution 

of Radiopharmaceuticals‐A Clinical Perspective, uses mathematical equations to describe the 

distribution of radiopharmaceuticals. The mathematics provide a conceptual basis for the 

biodistribution of the radiopharmaceutical. As the author points out so eloquently, the most 

comprehensive method to image interpretation in nuclear medicine includes “conceptual knowledge of 

the mathematical equations that describe the quantitative relationships among the various biologic 

parameters.” Although, at times, the details of the mathematics are challenging to follow, the author 

does a good job with the addition of meticulous illustrations and explanations to guide the readers to 

understand the equations. By the end of the book, readers better understand that visual assessment of 

images in nuclear medicine can be further clarified and explained by numbers. 

The book is divided into three parts, and its primary focus is to use mathematics to explain the biological 

and physiological processes that influence the biodistribution of radiopharmaceuticals depicted in the 

images.  Part I provides a historical background to the field of nuclear medicine and discusses two ways 

to evaluate images: visual vs quantitative interpretation. Here, the author points out that quantitation 

can enhance interpretation of images and is most effective when used together with visual 

interpretation. Again, the author is effective in engaging readers with the use of figures, images and 

tables; but it should be noted that Table 2.3 contains an error, listing I‐123 as !‐123. 

Part II dives into the mathematics that explains the biologic processes that influences the biodistribution 

of the imaging agent. Although therapeutic procedures are not discussed in this book, it is stated that 

the concepts of the equations for diagnostic studies will also apply to corresponding therapeutic 

radiopharmaceuticals. The author presents elaborate equations to explain, conceptually, what is 

happening with the drug in the body which is being acquired in the image. Each chapter introduces 

different equations that relate to nuclear medicine studies such as Clearance, Central Volume Principal, 

First Circulation Time‐Activity Curves, Convolution Analysis, Measurement of Relative and Absolute 

Function, and lastly a section on other quantitative techniques.  The equations involve biologic 

processes that are related to the time‐dependent biodistribution of radiopharmaceuticals. When the 

equations are presented, the author breaks down each component of the equation and allows for a 

biologic description for each mathematical factor. This helps the reader to better understand that each 

biological parameter affects the final outcome seen in the clinical images. Further, to emphasize 

relevance, at the end of these chapters, the author provides examples of clinical applications for the 

equations. Once the book presents the readers with an understanding of the mathematics of diagnostic 

agents, Part III, dives into the quantitative evaluation of 39 different nuclear medicine studies. For 

studies not included, the author offers explanations as to why they were omitted, with the predominate 

reason being that the studies are rarely performed. 

Overall, Part III, is most pragmatic for readers, such as myself, who are not nuclear medicine clinicians, 

thus primarily exposed only to images to explain disease.  Chapters 12‐20 cover each diagnostic study 

and the discussion of the nuclear medicine study is divided into subsections to include: Overview, 

Radiopharmaceutical Characteristics, Extraction Mechanism, Extraction Efficiency, Extraction 

mechanism, Interventions, Imaging, Protocol Design, and Quantitative Measurements. Many of the 39 

studies reviewed do not involve quantification of a functional parameter, however the author notes that 

in these studies the biodistribution of the imaging agent can nonetheless be explained through 

mathematics.  This is a concise and comprehensive book to provide perhaps a different perspective in 
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the explanation for the images produced in diagnostic nuclear medicine procedure. As this book is 

intended for nuclear medicine physicians, the clinical content presented is, at times, difficult to follow 

for non‐physician readers. However, the author effectively incorporates figures, tables, images and 

diagrams to further drive the point home. For those who are interested in exploring other approaches 

to nuclear medicine, the book, The Mathematics and Biology of the Biodistribution of 

Radiopharmaceuticals‐A Clinical Perspective, is recommended. 
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